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POLISH SOF - CURRENT STATUS

„BLACK AND GREEN TACTICS”
GROM

„GREEN AND BLUE TACTICS”
1st SF RGT
FORMOZA

MILITARY ASSISTANCE (MA)
ALL POL SOF UNITS
INTERNATIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION & TRAINING (IMET)

COUNTERTERRORISM FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMME (CTFP)

OTHER (MAIN COURSES)

- NATO COMBINED JOINT FORCES SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMPONENT COMMAND STAF TRAINING
- NATO SPECIAL OPERATIONS AIR PLANNING COURSE
- JOINT TERMINAL ATTACK CONTROLLER/AIR LIAISON OFFICER QUALIFICATION COURSE

2006: ~ 21 PAX  
~ 200.000 USD  
PLANNED  
2007: ~ 60 PAX
POLISH SOF - WAY AHEAD

STRATEGIC PARTNER - US SOF

2005 - 2006
SPECIAL OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT

~ 2007
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND

SOF PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
C4I DEVELOPMENT
SOF UNIT TRAINING
CS & CSS IMPROVEMENT
POLISH SOF - MILESTONES

- 2005: SOD
- 2006: SOCOM
- 2007: PERSONNEL & STAFF CADRE EDUCATION
- 2008: C4I DEVELOPMENT & SOF UNIT TRAINING
- 2009: CS & CSS IMPROVEMENT
- 2010: SOD → SOCOM
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